
Totobiegotodie Weaving Cooperative: 
Empowering Ayoreo Women

The Totobiegosode-Ayoreo people of northern Paraguay are 
renowned for their creativity and skill in creating beautiful, 
durable utebetade bags. Crafted entirely by hand from sustainably- 
gathered wild plant fibers in a process taking 3-6 weeks per bag, 
each is a one-of-a-kind artistic expression of traditional clan designs 
and motifs inspired by creation myths. These unique textiles are 
brought to you by a fair-trade women’s cooperative that supports 
traditional ecological knowledge, gender equality and living wages 
for all Totobiegosode-Ayoreo women.

The Project
The women of the Totobiegosode communities created this 
project in partnership with The Cultural Conservancy (TCC) – an 
Indigenous-led organization from the United States – in order to 
take control of marketing traditional utebetade bags and to earn 
a living wage. Working together since 2012 with grant support 
from TCC’s Mino Niibi Fund for Indigenous Cultures, this project  
is managed entirely by the Totobiegosode women without 
outside control.  In both 2013 and 2014, every one of the approx-
imately 36 Totobiegosode families received direct economic and 
social benefit from the project. The community coordinators are: 
Pocabia Etacoro, Joba Picanere, Cutei’edo Picanere, Idajague 
Etacoro, Chamia Chiqueno, and Edua Etacoro. 

Contact/How You Can Help 
To learn more about the project, our goals for the  

future and how you can support these efforts,  
please visit www.nativeland.org/ayoreo

phone 415-561-6594



Weaving Process 
For generations, Ayoreo plant-fiber bags have been used for a 
variety of ceremonial and utilitarian purposes. Each bag is made 
entirely by hand from wild-gathered dajudie, a spiny bromeliad 
native to the ancestral homelands of the Totobiegosode-Ayoreo 
and other Ayoreo bands of the Bolivian and Paraguayan Gran 
Chaco. To make an utebetade bag, groups of women travel 
to designated areas to gather the long leaves of the dajudie 
plant. Back in the community, these leaves are stripped of their 
spines, scraped and left to dry in the sun. The resulting fibers are 
then washed, dried and twisted into threads of varying lengths 
and thickness. This twisting is done on the body, with two or more 
strands rubbed together between the palm of the hand and the 
skin of the thigh.

Traditional Dyes 
Once the thread is created, it is ready to be dyed. Traditionally, 
the seeds, leaves and bark of several wild plants were used to 
create vibrant reds, blacks, yellows and browns. It can take up to 
ten days of hard work to properly prepare these traditional dyes 
and obtain the desired colors through repeated cycles of soaking, 
washing and drying. 

Today, most Ayoreo in Bolivia and Paraguay use artificial acrylic 
dyes instead. Such dyes are easier to obtain, and many Ayoreo 
in Bolivia and Paraguay who were contacted by North American 

evangelical missionaries between 1947–1986 no longer have 
access to the wild plant sources of traditional colors or the 
knowledge necessary to create them. The Totobiegosode-Ayoreo 
communities of northern Paraguay are an exception to this. One 
result of this project is a renewed interest and production of tradi- 
tional dyes by elders and young weavers alike. To transform the 
dyed threads into a bag, they are either tightly knotted together 
or looped with a needle. No loom is used in either case. Before 
beginning her bag, each weaver conceptualizes a design. These 
designs are drawn from creation myths and the actions of totemic 
ancestors associated with one of the seven Ayoreo clans. Each 
bag is an original work of art and no two bags are identical. 

Signif
Traditionally, these bags were an extremely important part of 
the lives of nomadic Ayoreo bands who had to carry all of their 
belongings as they moved long distances through the thick scrub 
forests of the Gran Chaco. The Ayoreo were never a unified tribe, 
but divided into several different bands united by language and 
clans. The Totobiegosode, or The-People-From-the-Place-Where-
the-Collared-Peccaries-Ate-Their-Gardens, are the southernmost 
band of Ayoreo. Today, the Totobiegosode and other Ayoreo are 
facing several immediate threats to their survival. This includes 
widespread poverty, discrimination, disease, the loss of traditional 
territories and an exploitative local labor market. 
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